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William James, the father of American psychology, said, “The deepest 

principle in human nature is the craving to be appreciated.” And 

modern psychologist Dr. David Schwartz stated, “Man’s strongest, 

most compelling non-biological hunger is the desire to be important.”  

 

Your Emotional Fingerprint is made up of seven things that make you 

feel important. KEEP IN MIND this is NOT about being more 

important than someone else. A feeling of importance is when you 

feel amazing, on top of the world or completely incredible. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: Between this page and the next there are seven 

groups which list five “feelings of importance”.  Answer the following 

question “I feel important when I am..” by selecting only ONE of the  

“feeling of importance” per group.  It may be a challenge to only 

select ONE but choose the one that stands out the most.  After you 

have selected one from each group you have just identified your 

Emotional Fingerprint™.  I will then show you how to use your 

Emotional Fingerprint to get what you want and to get it now. 

 

Have you ever wondered why you do what you do? What makes you 

feel on top of the world and what drives you completely crazy? What 

gives you the strength to press forward when you seem to have nothing 

left? What makes you feel love from someone and what makes you feel 

angry toward another? It is based on your Emotional Fingerprint™. 

Would it be interesting to learn how the specific things that create your 

Emotional Fingerprint have a direct impact on your career, your love 

life, your decisions, your relationship with your kids, your ability to be 

happy, n your future and so much more? 

 

What about people like former President George W. Bush and President 

Barack Obama?  Or celebrities like Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Jennifer 

Aniston, Britney Spears, Madonna and others?  What is their Emotional 

Fingerprint?  What determine why Barack Obama runs the country from 

the way George W. Bush? It is simply based on their Emotional 

Fingerprint.  Was Angelina Jolie ability to steal Brad’s heart away from 

Jennifer Aniston’s was based on his Emotional Fingerprint.  Do Britney 

Spears, Madonna, Lindsay Lohan and Paris Hilton have similar things in 

their Emotional Fingerprint and that’s why there’s so much drama 

attached to each of them?  On the contrary, what is in the Emotional 

Fingerprint of greats like late Henry Ford, Walt Disney, John D. 

Rockefeller, Abraham Lincoln, Martin Luther King Jr. or Mother 

Teresa?  What as it in their Emotional Fingerprints that would allow 

them to impact the world in such significant ways?   

 

Our Emotional Fingerprint is created by what makes us feel important. 

Using the word "Important" may be misunderstood by some. It is not a 

Self Elevating Principle. It is a key to the core of your Emotional 

Fingerprint. The word "important" has a different connotation for each 

person. Regardless of what your own interpretation may be, it is that 

feeling you have when you feel on top of the world. It has nothing to 

do with being prideful, egotistical, or self-centered, and it is not 

about being selfish; it is about being self-aware. It doesn’t matter if 

you are the President of the United States, a professional athlete, a 

famous celebrity, a stay-at-home parent, or business owner. Everyone 

has this need to feel important. 

Dr. John Dewey commented that, “The deepest urge in human nature is 

the desire to be important.” 

Discover Your Emotional Fingerprint™ 



   
    

   
 

 



The seven things that “make you feel important” are referred to as your “I’s”.  The “I” stands for Importance.  Looking at your seven “I’s” review 
the questions below and see how they have impacted your life.  Our failures and successes are determined by our Emotional Fingerprint™.   
 
Personal Life 

 If you could do anything and you knew you would not fail, what would you do? Which “I’s” would it meet? 

 Do you have any goals you are working on?  If so, which “I’s” do they meet? 

 Think of someone who has a positive impact on your life.  How many “I’s” do they meet? 

 What situations do you hate being in? Which “I’s” are violated in these situations? 

 What is the greatest risk you have ever taken and which “I’s” did it meet or violate? 

 
Relationships 

 How many “I’s” does your best friend meet? 

 How many “I’s” does your partner meet? 

 When someone offends you or rubs you the wrong way, which “I’s” do they violate? 

 When you get into arguments, which “I’s” are you trying to defend? 

 Who is someone you enjoy being around?  Which “I’s” do they meet? 

 
Business 

 When you started your job, which “I’s” were being met?  Are they still being met?  

 Do any of your co-workers, customers, or bosses violate your “I’s”?  Which ones? 

 What do you love best about your career? Which “I’s” are being met? 

 If you were to start your own company, what would you do?  Which “I’s” would it meet? 

 If you were to retire, what would you do? Which “I’s” would be met? 

 

 



*I's stand for what makes you feel Important.

Principle #1
If two or more I's are being met
simultaneously, you will have a

positive peak in attitude, more so
than just a normal day.

Principle #2
If two or more I's are being

offended simultaneously, you will
have a negative drop in attitude,
more so than just a normal day.

Principle #3
Subconsciously or consciously
you will do anything within your

belief system to defend or
support your I's.

Principle #5
You cannot take away an I

without replacing it with
another I.

Principle #4
I's are created by Mind Shifts.

Mind Shifts are created by drama
or trauma.
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